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A S we go to press, three American astronauts are flying back to earth
with a,.few bits of the moon. The excitement of the last few days

will continue for some time even after their retul'll. Every superlative
cliche has been used to describe man's first voyage to the moon. This
exhausting exercise will also continue for a while. But even at this
stage it may be useful to give a thought or two to some of the basic
facts and their implications. To be sure, the Apollo 11 flight has been
a tremendous technological feat; it has all been Ivery thrilling, very
dramatic, very impressive. Both the astronauts a~d the :many others
who made their journey possible have deservedly won great admiration.
It has been a marvel of skill and organization, of scientific ingenuity
and technological development. But a few questions remain.

What is all this talk about a new era having been opened in the
life of man? Sir Bernanl Lovell described the moment of manned
landing and exploration as one of greatest drama in human history,
but how much does this drama mean to man's life? When one speaks
of milestones in man's development, one thinks of the i·nvention of the-
first method of lighting a fire, the beginnin~ of agriculture, the replace-
ment of stone implements by those of iron, or-coming to the modem
age-the invention of the steam engine or the discovery of nuclear
energy. These are developments which have totally transformed the
conditions of individual and collective life. Is the journey to the moon
the precursor of any such transformation? Most likely not.

Even in terms of modern science, the Apollo achievement (and that
of Luna-IS if it returned to earth) seems to be of limited value. We will
now know more about the moon; this, we are told, will tell us more
about the history of the earth and the solar system. How much mor.e
remains to be seen! What i~ already known is that it has cost the
Americans some twenty-four billion dollars to go to the moon and bring
back some samples of the lunar rock. \Ve are also told that a base on
the moon will help astronomical observations of the remote reaches of
the universe; probably hundreds of billions of dollars will be spent to
reach that stage.

Is it pure thirst for knowledge that is goading the Americans, and
the Russians, to spend on this scale? One need not be morally indil?,'nant
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The Prime Minister calculated and
tIared: by Saturd<'ly evening, Shri
Desai's dismissal had been re-confirm-
ed, and the Union Cabinet made to
vet, unanimously, the ordin;:tnce na-
tionalising the banks. Mrs Gandhi
met headlong the challenge of the
Syndicate and suc~ssfully got away
with it: there -was thunderous ova·
tion at the meeting of the Executive

pocus on its part and she could al-
ways go to the Acting President and
have the Lok Sabha dissolved. Its
.strategy was--and presumably con-
tinues to be-to lie low till Mr San·
jiva Reddy is safely installed at
Rashtrapati Bhavan. Mrs Gandhi's
pledge to support-and eveIJ spon-
sor-Mr. Reddy's candidature was
too tantalizing an offer for the Syn-
dicate to be spurned as one of no
consequence.

Finally, however, Mrs Gandhi
could assess something which the
Syndicate, by the nature of its com-
position, would be incapable of assess-
ing correctly a priori of an event. If \
there were going to be a public
brawl, the image of ~he Syndicate
would be that of a shady bunch of
conspirators, operating withOl~t any\
mass base, moving, stea~thily, l,.ike
thieves in the night. In contr~t, the
Prime Minister would have been the
damsel in distress fighting for the
cause of ~ocial justice and rapid eco-
nomic growth, who has been made
the target of unscrupulous manoeuv-
ring on the part of the demi.crooks
and confirmed reactionaries. Besides.
the rank and file of Ithe Congress
are nobody's fools. Irrespective of
ideological beliefs, once they are con-
vinced that the only way to survive
iIi 1972 is to don a radical mantle
in tIle interim, they will do so, des-
pite individual cases of hardship. here
and there. Notwithstanding .the Syn.
dicate, .nothing, after all, succeeds so
well as success. Once Mrs Gandhi
provides them with a formula for
keePing afloat, the middle rung of
the Congress would rather vote with
her; as with Simenon's character,
they could move into the act and sal-
vage what they can r;1ther than watch
the train go by,

Game Of Chess
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It would be churiish at this par.
ticular hour to look into the source
of Mrs Gandhi's daring. She has
dared, and, as the turbulent week
following Mr. Morarji Desai's dis.
missal closed, the Syndicate was hav.
ing the fright of its Ilifetime. ,Mr
Nijalingappa's "ultimatum" on Fri-
day evening-'restore Finance to
Morarji by Sunday or else .. .'-was
sounding ridiculous even before
Saturday's sundown. By then Mrs.
Gandhi had given the final brush.
off to th.e egotist from. Bulsar, and
got her compliant Cabinet approve
the ordinance to nationalise fourteen
-and not five or six-leading banks.
Once the ordinance was 'announced
and she had taken to the radio, it
was all over despite the whimpering
from Mr S. K. Pati!o The saddest
figure in the capital, however, is not
to be found among the memo
bel'S of the Syndicate, it is Chhatra.
pati C,havan, who has been out·
manoeuvred all the way by the
Prime Minister. Perhaps. £Or years
to come, Mr. Chavan will rue the
wayward vote he cast for Mr Sanjiva
Reddy.

Even in a game of bluffs and <:oun.
ter-bluffs, some preliminary home-
work is called for. It is obvious Mrs
Gandhi had worked out her politi ..
cal arithmetic much better than the
disreputables in the Syndicate did
theirs. You need a two.thirds ma-
jority to eject the leader of the Con-
gress Parliamentary Party: even with
Morarji's sacking and the consequent
pooling of collective wrath, in all
seasons it would have been beyond
the capability of the Syndicate and
its temporary associates to garner so
many votes against Mrs Gandhi. In
fact, Mr Chavan had been put on
notice by those of his supporters who
had migrated from the Peasants' and
'Vorkers' Party to the (;ongress that
if the confrontation is going to be
over Mr Morarji's retention in the
Cabinet, they are going to sit it out.
The Prime Minister could also take
the fullest advantage of the Syndi-
cat.e's other predicament: any hocus

nur agent at Varanasi
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about others wasting their own
money. If there had been no moon
to spend it on, the money would
probably have been used to kill more
people in Vietnam. In any case, it
is no use asking why the Americ~ns
are not using I the ,space money to
help the poorer peoples of the world
or the poor people, mostly black,
in their own country. 'They are
perfectly entitled to spend their bil.
lions on space sport. But is it mere
sport, even ignoring the claim about
the search for knowledge?

Few people now talk about a mili.
tary base on the moon, but is it con-
ceivable that the organizers of space
sport have (!lot seriously considered
the possibility? After all, rocketry
grew from military needs; the asso-
ciation can hardly be broken when
it has been so developed. There is
one curious pointer. The treaty on
the peaceful uses of outer space~
which came into force in 196~ and
to which both America and Russia
are signatories, refers in most places
to "the moon and other celestial
bodies", but only to "celestial bodies"

I when specifically prohibiting mili.
t.ary applications. The Russians
objected, but soon dropped the ob-
jection-presumably after some pri-
vate understanding.

According to The Economist, In-
dia's Chief Justice gave it as his
opinion at the beginning of this year
that whoever got to the moon first
would be able to claim it under in-
ternational law. But the American~
may not be so greedy; the space
treaty says that there should be no
national claim to sovereignty on the
lnoon. In any case, they need---in
t.he foreseeable future-share the
&atellite with the Russians alone.
Under the treaty, the two countries
are also expected to help each
other's astronauts in difficulties. Was
that why Luna.IS was standing by
near the moon when the American
astronauts landed;? Th~s coyld be
t.he beginning of collective security
i·n space.
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only a day ago, the Prime Minister
had no business to go back on the as-
surance that no ordinance was being
made ready. Measures such as deva-
luation and bank nationalisation can-
not be taken after prolonged, leisure-
ly debates in the open. If a bill had
first been brought forward in Parlia·
ment and debated interminably. de-
posits would have been diverted in
diverse and indeterminate directions,
and accounts' which can~now be
brought into the open would have
been buried several fathoms .deeep in
sealed vaults, maybe in Switzerland. In
a manner of speaki~g, the bankers
and their henchmen can thank Mr
Morarji Desai and the Syndicate that
(J. total of fourteen banks had to be
brought under the orbit of nationa]i.
sation instead of six as originally
suggested. If the ordinance could
be issued nearly simultaneously with
the order of Mr Desai's sacking, per-
haps for the present the Governmel1l
would have stopped with nationalis-
-rng only the top six banks. But be-
e<!-llseof the rumpu~ raised over the
Finance Minister's dismissal, the pro-
posed ordinance got delayed by more
than two days. Meanwhile, speculators
had started making a thorough iob
of transferring funds from the top
six to the next half-a-dozen which
were considered outside the
zone of vulnerability. When the
ordinance finally came on Saturday,
the area of catchment necessarily had
to be widened.

But nationalisation 'of the banks
per Sf: is not going to usher in an
era of fair deal in the allocation of
credit. There has to be a kind of
meticulous credit planning which
coheres with the social priorities
claimed in the Fourth Plan. Small
farmers as well as small traders and
'the promoters of small-scale industry,
have to receive their due share of
credit £rom out of the nation's kifty;
States and regions discriminated
against in the past for political rea-
sons must be adequately compensat-
eel. At. one stroke, the Government
has been able to lay its hands over
roughly Rs. 2,700 crores of deposits,
or the equivalent of 10 per cent. of
the annual national income; a lot

Bank Take-Over
A correspondent writes from Delhi:

v'IThen Mrs J.nclira Gandhi was
hustled into the decision to devalue
the rupee in June 1967, she was still
new in office and quite a bit in awe
of the mystique of high finance the
civil servants and the so-called tech-
11icians were weaving for her benefit.
That was one decision which, per-
haps much more than anything else,
has directly led to the current atro-
'phy in the economy. If the politi-
cians, Mrs Gandhi included, were at
that time a little less intimidated,
they could have seen through the
dubious nature of the advice render-

. ed by the bureaucrats and could have
vetoed it; but they chose not to.
During last week's tussle over the
nationalisation of the fourteen lead-
ing commercial banks, the tables have
been nearlv reversed. As far as in-
formati.on goes, -nearly all the bureau-
crats, induding the Governor of the
Reserve Bank, had, till the last hour,
i.mplored the Prime Minister' to de·
sist from taking a step which will be
'suicidal' for the economy. She

I brushed them aside with con-
Mrs Gandhi now finds herself tempt; it is a measure of the

catapulted into a stance of radica]- distance she has travelled in the
ism: perhaps she did not quite in- course of the three years. In making
tend to be where she finds herself tQ this transition, no doubt she has
be, at least perhaps not so soon; been helped by the external circum-
perhaps one bank nationalization stances including the observed folly
swallow does not make for an all-out of the advice to devalue by this same
socialist summer; perhaps, if the exi- batch of civil servants. By her act
ge cies of survival so demand, she of nationalising the banks, she has
may still recant. But let us not deny thus put in their places not only the
it-she has shown a courage which members of the Syndicate but also
her distinguished father could never the bureaucrats: the only constitu-
be accused of during his l.ong span ~ency left for the latter is the Swatan-
as Prime Minister. Meanwhile, the tra party, unless they would prefer
UF regimes should be pleased; all the Jana Sangh.
of a sudden, the heat is suddenly off It is altogether silly to argue, as
from them. Nobody, neither a cuss- has been done by the frustrated
ed tycoon nor an illiterate newspaper fringe belonging to the Right, that
editor can n.ow threaten that if the it is ethically wrong on the part of
State Govemment does not behave, the Government to promulgate an
industrial capital would be pulled ordi,nance barely thirty-six hours
out and taken elsewhere in the coun- ahead of the time when Parliament
try. Thanks! to the bungl1ilg of the was due to meet. Some newspaper
Syndicate,. the country as a whole has editors have been equally naive in
now become a "security risk" with suggesting that as the Ministries of
the industrialists. Finance and Law had issued denials
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Committee" of the Parliamentary
Party and subsequently at the meet-
ing of the general body, and the simu-
lated threats of a motion of no-con.
fidence were a non-starter. Mr Desai.
was allowed to go into the .silent
night all by himself: none of the
half-promised . protest resignations
matured. Overnight, Mrs Gandhi's
positiol1 in the party-and her sta-
ture in the country-had became un-
assailable. All that the ragtag of the
Syndicate is capable of at the mo-
ment is to pray that, despite every-
thing, perhaps they might still be
able, if the madam for the present
stays propitiated, somehow to ensure
Shri Sanjiva Reddy's victory in the
Presidential election, and following
t hat-·since hope springs eternal in
human breast.--tomorrow could still
be another day.'.. But after all that
has happened over the week, noth-
ing can be taken for granted. Mrs
Gandhi can smile and smile, and
sponsor Mr Reddy's candidature; yet
his fate may be sealed. A mere fif-

'teen per cent defection of votes from
the Congress, and the hero of the
Syndicate could come crashing down
to ignominious defeat.



There are others who think that
Mrs Gandhi will not be able to land
in the long-or the short-run, tl at
it is all part of the game the bour-
geoisie play when at bay. They push
someone with radical slogans to
centre of stage to serve their interests
by other means and deceive the peo-
ple. The radicals remain apollo-gists
of the existing order. The remote
control is always there.

Leftist circles in Calcutta were
jubilant-a thing they had agitated
for over the years became a reality
overnight. So, a power strugg'le in a
reactionary party can lead to pro-
gress! The CPI (M) described it as
a good and bold step while the CPI
called for a rally to defeat any move
against bank nationalisation. But
with even S. K. Patil and Atulya
Ghosh hobbling in to welcome it
the arena was likely to be somewhat
empty, far the time being-. The CPI,
however, has reasons ta be pleased.
Hadn't it been telling people about
the struggle of the national bour-
geoisie against the monopolists? And
here is Mrs Gandhi coming out as a
fighter against -t:he monopolists. The
rainbow of an alliance has appeared
on the horizon.

knaw that a lot of money goes into,
the hands of speculators, leading to
price rises. The links between big
business houses and some banks,
which are almost like those between
kith 'and kin, are general knowledge.
J f parrtal nationalisation can curb the
underhand operations-a vain hope

. --the\1 there would be relief. Those..f-
who have deposits accepted, with an
air of resignation the certainty that
service would deteriorate. Some who
have to depend on overdrafts to run
their business began... to worry about
the amount they would have now to
pay [or overdrafts-it would be some-
thing like the licensing system which
breeds corruption-while others said
the stringent Reser~e Bank regula-
tions relatin?; to overdrafts wauld
now be more difficult to circumvent.
Still others thought it might not be
so easy for non-Bengali banks to dis-
courage investments in '''Test Bengal.

FRONTIER

Lunar Week

The takeover was welcomed even by
the vast majority who cannot afford
to have a bank account because it
was interpreted mare as a political
challenge to the alder gang called the
Syndicate than the first step towards
a reversal of economic policy. How
bank investments are manipulated is
not generally known but people do

A Calcutta correspondent writes:
It was quite natural for the Ame-

cans' to spend the> maximum money
and effort to dramatise the moon ex-
pedition. The papers were full o[ it
and the excitement was so sustained
for the younger generation that, go-
ing through the dailies, few of them
noted that articles in Bengali signed
by different writers at times had the
same phraseology, thus indicating a
common source. But since the-event
was so spectacular the intrusian of
American propaganda money seemed
natural.

However, there were other distrac-
tions, apart from, the two time-bomb
explosions in American offices in
Calcutta. The Russians sent up
Luna-15, leading to intense specula-
tion the world over. It was all so
baffiing. Newspapers had to give it
space, breaking the Apollo monopoly.

Then there was Mrs Indira Gan-
dhi with her twa bombshells-the
forced resignation of Morarji Desai
and partial bank nationalisation.
Desai out made big news, delighting
the man in the street, and the charge
that his r~signation was the result of
a personal vendetta on the part of
the "self-willed lady" did not bother
many, though the phrase tickled the
Hindu attitude to women. Mr~ Gan-
dhi's bank takeover was described by
some as loony, but the phrase could
be taken as a compliment in the
week .of the moon.

/
aboteurs out of the top economic

pOSItiOns. These positians have to
be socialised before the nation ali sa-
tion of banks fould yield socially de-
sirable results.
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of good can be done to release the
impulses of both economic growth
and social justice if the _advances
made out of these deposits could be
planned fairly and well. Much will
depend on the advisory boards set up
by the Government for the national-
ised banks. Here the danger lies in
that the activities of the Reserve Bank
and the M~nistry of Finance may
continue to be run by the same set
of reactionary elements ,as of last
week; these are- the people who will
normally have a predominant say in
the compasition of the advisory
boards. There is every reason to fear
that if left to their own devices, they
would try to bring back surreptitious-
ly the same set of crooks and huck-
sters as had been adorning the boards
of directors of several of the banks;
the old pattern of advances might
then continue, a!i has been the unfar-
tunate instances with the ,nationalised
State Bank of Incya.

Let there be no beating about the
bush here. The bulk of the senior
civil servants, by both ideology '}Pel
habit, are dead set against progres-
sive economic measures. There must
be a certain materialistic link in the
cha~n somewhere, [or there are any
number of cases in which a Gover-
nor of the Reserve Bank of India, an
Auditor and Comptroller General,
and assorted Secretaries ta the Minis-
try of Finance have on retirement
found their way into high-salaried,
prize slots in the private se~tor, in-
cluding private banks. As one scans
the newspapers, some of these emi-
nent gentlemen are found ta be the
most vociferous in their condemna.
tion of the nationalisation of banks.
'What goes far the old stalwarts
should be equally true for the civil
~ervants who are in position in the
Ministry of Finance and the Reserve
Bank. It would be clearly absurd to
try to implement any effective policy
of credit planning with the help of
a fifth column of the Swatantra party;
the latter will not lose any oppor-
tunity to sabotage the operations at
every stage. If Mrs Gandhi would,
not like to -get tripped after travell-
ing all this course, she must,> at the
very beginning, get the would-be
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Crisis'Italian

The twenty-ninth Italian govern-
ment since 1945 is gone. That the
patchwork Cabinet of Signor Rumor
had managed to survive the buffeting
of student-worker-peasant movements
(or six months was -something of a
miracle. Although the final fall came
on a different count-split within the
coalition partners--that its<:;l[ was a
reflection 'of a deep social and eco-
nomic crisis.

The centre~left coalition compos-
ed of the Christian Democratic Party,

have nothing to eat until next fall's the Socialist Party and the Republi-
harvest. Relief ,was reduced to a can Party never felt sure on its feet
trickle following the shooting down of not only because the coalition is dis.-
a mercy £:\lane in early June and the parate or the Communist Party, the
Nigerian announcement thar-all re- second largest group in Parliament,
lief planes must stop in Lagos for remained outside but because the
checki~, that the Nigerian authori- problems facing Italy defy any solu-
ties will take over relief co_ordination tion, contrived or introduced from
work from the International Red above. Organically incapable of at·
Cross and all flights to Biaha must ,.,.,t.empting any such solution parlia/men-
be during daylight hours. Moves tary parties can go on fighting among
were made to cut off mercy flights themselves, split, regroup and re-
into Biafra from neighbouring Sao ,split. That is exactly what brought
Tome, Dahomey and Equatorial about (the fall of the Rumor govern-
Guinea. Though the starvation death mept. For some time ex-members of
rate was one a minute, Ojukwu had the Social Democrat Party (which
to reject 'the demand for inspection merged with the Socialist Party) have
as there is no guaranted that the not been pulling on well with the
Nigerian generals 'who consider mass left-wing of the Socialist Party. The
starvation to be the 'ultimate weapon', left-wing would like to co-operate
will not poison food destined for with the Communists, at least in local
Biafra. The relief agencies, except- government. But the right wing
ing Red Cross, have accepted the would avoid an alliance with the
Federal terms to despatch whatever Communists at any cost. For one
supplies are pilSsible. (The amount of thing induction of such a big party
relief has declined to the extent that in the government would leave little
directing operations through Lagos loom for them in the ministerial
involves additional expenditure.) gaddi. So, early this month at a
Only last year the British Foreign meeting of the Socialist Central Com-
Secretary, Mr ,Michael Stewart, said mittee Pietro Nenni's compromise
that if the Federal Government was formula failed to click and the Social
to proceed to the starvation of the Democrats came out to form a United
Ibo people, th~n the trguments which Socialist Party. The dialectical move.
had justified British policy would fall. ment of two combining into one and
It is too much to e?Cpect that London one splitting into two was once more
will even now ban arms supply to confirmed! The left-wingers led by
Lagos; it is more interested in win- De Martino see in this split the fITSt
ning a smile from General Gowon stage of a right-wing plot to create a
than rescuing a black minority from 'disciplinary block' to run the coun-
starvation. try. Whatever may be the ulterior

motive the immediate result was re-
duction of majority in parliament
ana resignation of the government.

Last week the Italian President,
Signor Saragat, asked ignor Rumor-
of the Christian Democratic Party to
try to form a new centre-left coalition.
So a new move is afoot to work out
a fresh coalition arithmetic while
Comrade Luigi Longo and his Com-
munist Party patiently wait in the
wings for the invitation. Meanwhile
the black-shirted fascists protected by
the police have begun to come out
in the streets of Rome. Bombs have
been exploding near the headquar-
ters of one party or the other.
The example of Greece is too near

·Hunger And War
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The resilience of the Ibos in Biaha,
now cornered within an enclave mere-
ly hundred miles long and fifty miles
wide, in surviving an invasion by the
mighty Federal Nigerian forces, be-
friended by Britain and Russia, en-
courages hope that Africa's most bold
experiment in self_determination
would be a success. The price Biafra
has paid up to now is 1.5 million
Ibos dead and the surviving 4 mil-
lion face the grim prospect of mass
starvation. But the tatterdemalion
Ibo forces with only a meal a dtY are
springing surprises beyond the com-
prehension of the Federal army.
Three years back, at the time of the
invasion of the East, General Gowon
said it would be a qblj.ck surgical
police action. But things never
looked like that. For the Ibos, the
fall of Umuahia in April was a major
blow, but this was more than made
lip by the almost total liquidation of
a Nigerian brigade after a three-
month siege of Owerri, a vital cross-
roads city on the southern front.
Biafran guerillas are now stepping
up activities along the roads leading
to their former administrative fron-
tier 'Of Umuahia in what could be a
builcl.up for an attack on the centre
itself. They are mobilising for what
their commanders describe as 'zero
hour'-the big attack, whenewr it
comes. The involvement of the Ibos
in the war effort has been complete
following the fall of Umuahia which
made it possible to put into practice
the Operation Bush formula. Now
the administration has been brought
down to the common man's level.
This is all in pursuit of the establish-
ment of a truly black African repub-
lic. Interestingly, the image of
general Ojukwu and Biatra is not
distinguishable. But if there is no
Ojukwu 'cult it is because the Biafran
will is a collective phenomenon. If
one day his service is not available,
the Ibos are confident that someone
else will step in his place.

Biafra has been always within ten
days of mass starvation. The relief
operations failing, the Biafrans will



not to impress the generals, that is, View from Delhi
the industrialists. Significantly C. L.
Sulzberger writing in the New York
Times has wondered why Italy does Mrs GandhI" Vs Syndl"cate
not take the right pa.th as taken by •
Athens and Bonn' in preference to
the present mediocrity. /' FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

dicate's obvious choice as the re- -
placemel1l for NIrs Gandhi some day.
But then the modern Shivaji could
disrupt her own position through de-
fections whereas the saintly, Gan-
dhian Morarji Desai would not think
of such a step. So it had to be link-
ed up with bank nationalisation.
NIr Morarji Desai came to know
about the plan to deprive him of the
Finance portfolio early that day and
he got in touch with Nil' Nijalingappa
in Bangalore over the telephone. By
the time' Nil' Nijalingappa could land
in New Delhi, everything had been
done. Even before Nil' NIorarji De-
sai was told about the decision to
relieve him of Finance, the exercise
on the banks take-over had begun
among officials on the Prime NIinis-
ter's orders. '

The Syndicate was dazed, not be-
cause Nil' NIorarji Desai was going
out. Anyway, he was not the Syn-
dicate's choice for the Prime NIinis-
tership. Then came the nationalisa_
tion of banks. But the Syndicate
played it rather cool, knowing that
this was not the time to force a crisis.
In any case, there could not have been
a crisis in the Cabinet through resig:
nations. NIr Chavan who has come to
terms with the Syndicate, would not
resign on the issue. Nil' Ram Subhag
Singh, who is NIl'S. K. Patil's man,
would not resign either. Forcing a
crisis now might create a rift in the
party and jeopardise Nil' Sanjiva
Reddy's chances in the contest. So
for the moment, the Syndicate thought
it wise to head off a coMrontation
and play for time.

A straight. contest between Nil' San-
jiva Reddy and Nil' Giri would mean
a victory for Nil' Sanj'iva Reddy.
Theoretically, that is, because the
Congress commands a strength of 52
to 53 per cent in the electoral college.
But the' entire opposition vote would
not go to Mr Giri while same Con-

./
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AMIDST all the excitement else-
where over the moon landing,

it was a sordid drama of intrigue
and politicking in New Delhi. The
cynical climax to the consensus myth
came earlier at Bangalore. The Syn-
dicate which had innovated the con-
sensus to rahonalise NIr NIorarji
Desai's exclusion from leader~hip in
1963 and to stage-manage Mrs Indira
Gandhi's election in 1966 and 1967
decided to call its own bluff and
force a corltest for Presidentship.
Thereby they were serving notice on
Mrs Indira Gandhi that her days as
Prime Ministership were numbered.
The backlash came in New Delhi.
The sack of Mr Morarji Desai and
the take-over of the big banks were
at ~cst part of Mrs Gandhi's private
drama of vengeance ag~inst the Syn-
dicate. Left to herself, she might
have timed the step to secure for her-
self the maximum advantage on the
eve of the 1972 general elections. But
now it was a war against the Syndi-
cate, The most vuJnerable element
in the Syndicate was Mr Morarji
Desai and the only way to retaliate
was by nationalising the banks.

It looks as though Mrs Gandhi has
survived the first round but there is
no saying when the Syndicate would
catch up with her. After all this is
a game both the sides can play. Th~
coming Presidential contest is a fac-
tor inhibiting the Syndicate from
forcing a serious crisis at the moment
but then it might be too late in the
day when it tries to carry out Ope-
tion Topple because Mrs Gandhi
might well consolidate her position.

To recount the dizzy drama: The
moment Mrs Gandhi found herself
defeated in Bangalore, she seems to
have decided to retaliate by sacking
Nil' Morarji Desai for identifying
herself with the Syndicate. She could
have retaliated by choosing another
target-Mr Chavan, who is the Syn-
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gress votes might. The Swatantra
Party and the Jana Sangh are op-
posed to Mr Giri and even if there
is no third candidate, Mr Giri will
not get these votes. But if there is a
triangular contest, Mr Giri has 'abso-
lutely no chance against Mr Sanjiva
Reddy.

A point. of sp culation here IS

whether Mrs Indira Gandhi's sup-
porters would try to spite the Syndi-
cate by voting against Mr Sanjiva
Reddy. After all the constitutional
pundits had held even in 1967 that
Mrs Gandhi's government need not
go if Dr Zakir Husain were to lose
the election. So Mr Sanj'iva Reddy's
defeat is not Mrs Gandhi's defeat and
will no't jeopardise her position.

Another point of speculation is
whether there would really be any
.cross-voting in Mr Giri's favour. If
the entire Opposition vote is united

. (which is impossible over Mr Giri) ,
cross-voting by 20 Congress MPs can
defeat Mr Sanjiva Reddy. This is
an extreme possibility. So everything

FRONTIER

points to Mr Sanjiva Reddy's VIC-

tory.

Dissolution Threat
The threat of Mrs Gandhi going

to Mr Giri (or to Mr Hidayatullah,
later) to seek the dissolution of Par-
liament got into circulation here last
week. It would have been patently
mala fide for a Prime Minister to
seek such a step when a Presidential
election was in the offing.

The respective positions I\in f)he
battle are not clear yet. The Syndi-
cate appears a mighty force on paper:
Mr NijaIingappa, Mr Kamaraj, Mr
Pati!, Mr Chavan and Mr Morarji
Desai, witg. Mr c. B. Gupta backing
them. Against this, Mrs Gandhi has
only a charmed coterie, or Mr
Fakhr,uddin Ali Ahmed and Mr Dinesh
Singh who do not matter in the Con-
gress organisation. The alignments
in the Congress Parliamentary Party
are not clear.. If the Syndicate is
sure of its strength in the CPP, the
normal, straightforward course would

have been to censure her in the party
and replace her. But Mrs Gandhi
seems to command a majority among
the Congress MPs at the moment.
She seems to hold the position that
he owes her leadership to the Con-
gress MPs and not to the bosses.

The bosses are in search of a role.
Mr Chavan would have to keep his
relationship -with \ the Syndicate for
some time to come. But Mr Morarji
Desai, w"1th a hard.core following of
perhaps 40 MPs, is a goner. Mr
Chavan's hard-core following will be
roughly of the same size. The
thought that Mr Chavan ditched her
at Bangalore should still be an irri-
tant to Mrs Gandhi but the only way
she could get even with him now is
to play Mr Desai against him. This
again is difficult, once Mr Desai is
out of the Cabinet.

Mrs Gandhi's own game to get Mr
Desai out of the Cabinet long before
the Presidential election issue is too
well known. She had no compunc-
tions about using the commissar-cor-
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respondents to run a smear campaign
against the Deputy Prime Minister.
The dossiers were handed over to
these correspondents with the best
compliments of the Prime Minister
but she was obviously disappointed
when the expected revolt against
i\Ir Desai did not materialise in the
Congress Parliamentary Party. She
thought he would oblige her by re-
signing when Mr Chandrasekhar
made all those allegations against him
in the Raj'ya Sabha. She soft-pedal-
led the issue of disciplinary action
against Mr Chandrasekhar. Mr
Chandrasekhar should have learnt
by now to be a little wary of the
commissar-correspondents who think
they are his onscience-keepers.

lVhen it comes to intrigue, Mrs
Gandhi is match enough for the en-
tire Syndicate from which Mr Atulya
Ghosh has been excluded of late. But
J'vlr Kamaraj's open _identification
'\'ith the bosses against Mrs Gandhi
has put the cpr in the most embarras-
sing position. After aU, Mr Kama-
raj's "socialist" image was built up
by the CPI journals . .Moscow thought
on -the eve of the 1967 elections that
even if Mrs Gandhi was going to be
finished, Mr Kamaraj was the man
of the future. But now the pro-CPt
journals have to denounce the over-
rated strong man who is just a
Tammanny Hall boss and as honest
about his socialism -as S. K. Patil is.

Andhra By-Election
A significant event that has gone

virtually unnqticed is the by-election
in Anantapur in Andhra Pradesh for
the State A sembly seat vacated by
the extremist leader, Mr T. Nagi
Reddy, who had won it in 1967 as
the CPI (M) candidate. The by-
election from Attingal in Kerala was
also caused by the resignation of the.
extremist leader, Mr Kosalaramdas.
Rut the results of the two by-elec-
tions point to dissimilar things.

In Attingal, the CPI (M) retained
.!:.heseat by a reduced margin despite
a longer voters' list. From 5,000, the
margin slumped to a thousand-odd
yotes and this could be achieved by
swinging' the 10,000 Muslim votes by
conceding the demand for the Malap-
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puram district. In another by-elec-
tion in Kerala, in Malappuram pro-
per, there is evidence of the CPI (M)
sections voting for the Jan~ Sangh at
the by-election in which the Muslim
League retained the seat.

In Attingal, the extremists' call
for boycott of elections· had very little
impact, as proved by the high per-
centage of poll. But Anantapur pro-
vides a different picture. The CPI (M)
does not exist in the constituency
after Mr Nagi Reddy had led the re-
volt over a year ago. In 1967, Mr
Nagi Reddy polled over 20,OOtrvotes
(more than 48 per cent) against the
Congress candidate's 17,000-odd votes
and the CPI's 5,000-odd votes. This
time the main contest was between
the Congress and the CPI and the
two together poned over 25,000 votes
which means that the call for boycott
of the election was highly effective.
The Congress got" less votes than it
did last time and the CPI a little
more. But the fact that t11eCPI (M)
could not field a candidate is signi-
ficant.

The document-"Immediate Pro-
gramme of the Revolutionary Com-
munist Committee of Andhra Pra-
desh" should be of some interest
here. The Committee -has called
for boycott of the panchayat elections
in the State but clarifies the slogan:

"'Ve must specify that the issue
at hand is not a mere boycotting
of elections by the people but, more
than that, there is a way for them
in people's war, that the path of
people's war is nothing but a lead
to the establishment of the village
soviets and .people's committees,
that our programme for agricul-
tural revolution has to be imple-
mented under the leadership of
these soviets and committees, and
lastly that these constitute the
foundation for a new People's De-
mocratic Revolutionary State in
villages." '/

People's committees are to look
after village affairs where the Com-
munist Revolutionaries have majority
followin~ in a village and are able
to secure a successful mass boycott of
the elections. These committees are .,

to work in competItIOn with the viI.•
lage panchayats elected by the mino-
rity of the people and seek to imple-
ment the agrarian programme, un-
dertake' responsibilities like law,
revenue, people's protection. These
committees dominated by the revolu-
tionaries and with the participation
of agricultural labour and poor pea-
san ts will provide representation to·
those who would be willing to sail
with the revolutionaries.

It is certain that in hundreds of
Andhra Pradesh villages, the old
Telengana spirit is being revived by
the revolutionaries and one wonders·
about'the solution Mr Chava·n must
be thinking of tq contain this wave.
If the majority in a village boycott
the official panchayat and set up
their own parallel pancIUyat even
the Unlawful Activities (Prevention)
Act would be helpless becaus~ boy-
cotting a panchayat cannot be term-
ed treason.
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order needs no comment. Even the
PCC members at a recent party con-
ference alleged that law and order
had deteriorated after the Congress
assumed power: and that the Govern-,
ment had failed to make any impact
on the bureaucracy. The adminis-
tration's handling of communal riots
at Maunath Bhanjan in Azamgarh dis-
trict and in Lucknow recently has
created doubts whether at all Mr
Gupta's Government is interested in
upholding secularism.

The way the administration dealt
with the Shia-Sunni trouble at Luck-
now w-here Mr Gupta and his
government sit, forced the Shia com-
munity to seek the help of the J ana
Sangh and the RSS leaders for
protection. The introduction of the
lana Sangh-RSS leaders in the dp-
mestic trouble of the two sects has
made the situation precarious and
tension still persists in old Lucknow
even two ,months after the trouble.

It is not the administration alone
that has beg~n to be affected by
Guptaism, it also tells heavily on the
State's universities and other educa-
tional institutions, .Mf Gupta's writ
runs from regular promotions of tne
staff in universities to the appointment
of vice-chancellors and other office-
bearers. In every university he has a
lobby which has become vocal after
his return to power. The Gupta
lobbies 'are now running the univer-
sities. reducing them 'to an appendage
of the Gupta group in the State
Congress.

Mr Charan Singh's deliberate indif-
/ference to the state of affairs at home
has brought about a sense of disillus-
ionment among the BKD workers,
mostly Congressmen who had ringed
around him to fight Mr Gupta,

Despite this, the local left establish-
ment and its extension in Delhi are
fabricating stories to make out that
M r Gupta has lost hold over the
State Congress and Mr Kamlapati
Tripathi, leader of the Brahmin faction
in the OPCC, had gained at his cost.
Mr Tripathi is a radical to the left
establishment. His only noticeable
service to the people ,of the State
after independence is that he indiscri-
minately offers his feet to be touch<?d.
But for him the institution of "feet
touching" would have died. He loves
to be called "Panditji."

It is a fact that Mr Gupta is acting
according to his will. His gesture in
allowing Mr Tripathi to retain the offi-
ces of both Deputy Chief Minister and
the State Congress President is made
out by the left establishment as a defeat
for Mr Gupta. Mr Tripathis' suppor-
ters, mostly former communists who
feel flattered in associating themselves
with a high caste Hindu, have made
much of the concession allowed by Mr
Gupta. They delib~rately refuse to ad-
mit the fact that Mr Gupta's main aim
in allowing both offices to Mr Tripathi
was to keep the Prime Minister, Mrs
Indira G~mdhi, out of U.P. politics
which he thinks is his exclusive
preserve."Mr Tripathi has unwittingly
allowed himself to be used as a tool
by the Chief Minister.

Impotent Spectator The stage was almost set for a
The opposition is a surprised and / contest fOr the UPCC presidentsbip

impotent spectator of this' state of during the party conference last
affairs. The BKD leader, Mr Charan month. Mr Gupta's chief lieutenant,
Singh, on whom the people had pinned Mr Banarasi Das, and Mr H. N. Ba-
their hopes had failed. The Jat leader huguna, the right-hand' man of Mr
is behaving like a proverbial Don Tripathi, were the main contenders.

~Quixote. He is haunted by the spec- Finding the situation sufficiently ripe,
tre of communism, to combat which Mrs Gandhi's advisers suggested that
he is busy evolving a non-Congress she should attend the UPCC con-
democratic front. Tn a bid to project ference. She agreed. She had never
himself as an all-India leader, which attended such a conference.
he knows he is not, Mr Charan Singh The plan was almost finalised to
has raised the bogy of communism and project Mrs Gandhi as a peace-maker
i;; busy fighting it out, leaving Mr in UP. The move was that she
Gupta and Guptaism to rampage in the would issue an appeal for the unanL
state. mous election of the PCC chief, fol-
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.Uttar Pradesh

Some _Old StyIe

CUPT AISM is once again. at work
in its crudest form III Uttar

Pradesh. ' The UPCC boss has belied
the hopes of his well-wishers that he
will learn from the snub administered
to him by the electorate in 1967 and
in the February mid-term poll. '

Though there is no dearth of urgent
. problems, Mr Chandra Bhanu Gupta

rarely finds time to attend to them.
For the last three months he has been
busy appointing handpicked officers to
positions of vantage and distributing
official patronage to the defeated and
rejected "mini-bosses" in the State
Congress on whom his empire rests.
Mr Muzaffar Hasan has been made
chairman of the Housing Board, the
deputy chairmanship of the Plan
Evaluation Committee has gone to
Mr Newa1 Kishore and Mr Ram

'Murti is being tipped fOr the chair-
manship of the Agro-Industrial Cor-
p~ration. All the' three gentlemen
failed to get elected to the UP Assem-
bly from their home constituencies in
the mid-term poll. They lost their
cons~ituencies by a heavy margin.
But Mr Gupta can afford to keep them
without jobs only at his peril. 1:.he jobs
given Or being given to them are.a
drag on the state's economy which is
already in bad shap,e ; most of these
were abolished by the United Front
Government in 1967.

Mr Gupta has resorted to a most
unpopular method to make up'
fOr the expenditure incurred on
these "political offices". His Govern-
ment has decided on an increase in
school and college fees. The decision,
however, has been put off' for the
time being following a threat of agita-
tion by the students. Besides, he is
itting over the problem of distributing
several lakh acres of Gaon Samah
land which is being grabbed by
big zamindars. The land shoul'li have
gone to the landless farm workers.

The record of Mr Gupta's Govern-
, ment in the maintenance of law and
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But the session of the State As-
sembly will give him a trying time.
He has not been able to expand his
Cabinet because of the mushroom
growth of caste-oriented grQUP-Sin the
party. Mr Gupta's future depends
entirely on his capacity to keep the
groups inside the party in good hu-
mour. Though the opposition par-
ties are coming together to move a
no-confidence motion against the
Ministry, it will not mean anything
unless some Congressmen quit the
organisation.

passing away of a grandfather. And-
the memories I retain of him fit into
the mould: short, squat ;;tature, the
fez dangling, rather insecurely, on top
of the head, flowing grey beard,_grea t
zest in the way the limbs are being
thrown, almost simultaneously, in
different directions, the body jump-
ing up and down, up and down, Dr
Shahidullah regaling us with maybe
a slightly smutty story, the twinkle in
the eye, the mirthful face. Again, a
great scholar, but one who could con-
ceal his scholarship with a boisterous-
gush of folksiness, so much so that
you might even, for one fleeting mo-
ment, conclude that here was a pro-
fessor-turned-court-j'ester. Nothing of
the sort. Dignity is as dignity does:
Dr Shahidullah could weave a bond
of affectidn and charm with his stu-
dents, because he didn't care to re-

set himself up as a writer, neve'r mind main ensconced in academic majesty.
the grammar and the syntax, never Some snobs took his philosophy of
mind whether he has even the basic populism to be a variant of rustic
minimum of literary imagination. manners, but thereby they only dimi-
Such charlatanry will not pass in nished themselves. After all, people
East Pakistan; you ne~d more honesty like Dr Shahidullah were the first so-
there. To be a litterateur, you need, cialists in the Bengal milieu. They
in the first place, to be a literate cared for the new generation stu-
there; mere gimmicks won't do. dents, fresh out of peasant stock, who
That, despite the pressure from hucks- were trying to make the transition
ters, such a tradition could be built from a pastoral to a bourgeois back-
in East Pakistan is a tribute to the ground. This transition, people like
solid accomplishments of Abdul Hai Dr Shahidullah argued, must have
and his associates. What a great pity the end-product of a synthesis: in
that this quiet academic's life had to entering into the world of commerce
end, .abruptly, in the way it did: I and technology, the young brat from
am told 'the particular phase of men- Nilphamari or Kishoreganj or Siraj-
tal depression which induced him to gan j must not forsake his rural heri-
take his life was brought about by a tage. At that particular juncture,
bout of character assassination indulg- in the University of Dacca, there was.
ed in by aSSorted shady elements who this peculiar problem of cultural ad-
came to the fore even as the military justment: at one end, the dazzle of
regime entrenched itself. It is now Bengali Hindu middle-class elegance,
nearly twenty' years since I last met Tagore songs, the poetry of Buddha-
Abdul Hai, but at least till now there deva Bose.. Ajit Dutta and the rest,
was scope for hoping that, somewhere the sophisticated ,academic travura of
or other, we might still run into each men like J. C. Ghosh and S. K. De;
other. That hope is now snuffed at the other end, the direct appeal of
out, and all I am capable of it is to Muslim peasant life, the boat songs,
leave on record this rather inept re- the folk literature of limited reper-
membrance. tory, simplicity at its very raw. The

*, .•. haughty Hindus assumed that their
Now Dr ShahiduUah's death has cultu -e, since it was associated with

followed that of Hai's. Dr Sha- '-a ,higher per capita income level, was
hidullah was a patriaroh figure, and by definition superior to the peasant
his death is very much akin to the culture. Dr Shahidullah was one of

\

lowing which Mr Bahuguna, who was'
sure to be defeated, would withdraw
his candidature. But Mr Gupta sen-
sed the move and came- to an under-
standing with Mr Tripathi. They
ganged up not only to keep Mrs
Gandhi out of D.P. po)itics but also
to put their respective followers-
Mr Banarasi Das and Mr Bahuguna
-who are becoming too big for
their shoes, in their v-roper places.
The election was postponed.

Mr Gupta, assisted by Mr Tripathi,
appears to be in complete command
of the situation for the present.

DOWN memory lane. Twen~y-five
years ago, in the University at

Dacca, Abdul Hai was a shy, young
lecturer, a few years senior to me:
Shy, never very loquacious in his lec-
tures, but thorough, honest, and pos-
sessing a quiet passion for Bengali
the intensity of which would be re-
vealed only in the subsequent years.
Not smart, anti-flashy, often the butt
of 'idicule on the part of more senior,
extrovertish colleagues, Abdul Hai
surpassed them all in terms of quality
of output. Between the Department
of Bengali in the University of Dacca
and the Bengali Academy, tremendous
scholarly work has been pu. in over
the past two decades: research in
phonetics and philology, syntax and
grammar, spelling and scriptography,
and all the rest. The East Pakistanis
had to struggle hard to win the battle
for the suzerainty of the I mother
tongue. Which is why there is this
core of extra care, extra love, extra
fondness for the language, leading on
to such a crop of enriching scholar-
ship. On this side of the border, no-
body seems to bother about the prob-
lem of maintaining the pristine qua-
lity. of the language. Just about any-
body, provided he has the blessing of
either of the two newspaper-owning
dynasties which have emerged/as the
only substantial patrons of Bengali
literature and letters these days, can
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days in so-called polite society, but
scratch the surface of emotions, it is
very much there. It is apropos of
this that I listened with great interest
to what an economist friend was re·
counting about his experiences at a
conference organised by the Interna.
tional Economic Association in Cey-
lon last month. The conference was
supposed to bring together economists
from India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma,
Nepal and Afghanistan. But a minor
Ceylonese presence apart, it got re-
duced to a congregation of Pakistanis
and Indians, roughly a dozen of both
species. Of the twelve Pakistanis,
at least nine were from East Pakis-
tan, and what a magnificent lot
they were. My friend tells me that
the quality of the Pakistani papers,
individual1y as well as collectively,
was far superior to that of the Indian
ones: they were down to earth, firmly
related to the realities in Pakistan,
had clear hypotheses to elaborate, and
just the right measure of perfectly
correct, perfectly weighted analytical
vigour. In contrast, the I-ndian
papers by and large were verbose,
wondered all over, weak in--rheir co-
ordination of argument and data, and
unduly laden with skill.fetishism of
the most obtuse sort. The difference
showed, equaUy glaringly, during the
discussions. The Indian contingent
would bog the time, pontificate at
length on extraneous issues, and
launch on Vedanta-esque pseudo.
metaphysics in manifestations of what
could only be described as autono-
mous elocution. It would be a great
relief whenever the Pakistanis were
able to insert a few comments sid~.
ways: they would be brief, to the
point, back their assertions both via
elaboration of facts and enunciation
of syllogisms; their technical compe-
tence was no less, but they would
never flaunt it. But my friend says
that, even in terms of hUl1!$ln attri.
,butes, especially the nine East Pakis·
tanis excelled. Polite, honest to the
core, f\Ill qf warmth, they had also
the right social attitudes. Whatever
their background, they now constitute
an influential segment of the elite ttl
Pakistan-muer. more so than their
counterparts in India-, and yet that

The middle.class Bengali Hindu
mythology, namely, that the Muslims,
coming as they do of a retarded cul-
ture, cannot possibly catch up with
the original bhadralog, dies haul.
Perhaps it is not aired as much these
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As I mourn for Dr Shahidullah,
these unhappy, frustrating memories
keep rushing back: the cussedness of
small men who were born Hindus
and therefore had the advantage of
early start in education of the W'es.
ter-n type, narrow-minded men who
have to bear the major share of the
culpability for the partition of the
country, men who had not done a
spot of work since earning their
Ph.D's and yet had' the audacity to
sit in judgment on the alleged shal.
lowness of Dr Shahidullah's scholar.
ship. Following partition, these men
returned (to Calcutta along with
their exploitative savings, built them·
selves imposing houses around the
Dhakuria Lakes, and continued to
play their old roles: they could be
found among the Hindu Mahasabha
and Jana Sangh leadership, they were
among Dr B. C. Roy's closest advisers;
when Dr P. C. Ghosh formed his
Judas government in 1967, I could
spot some of their specimen surround-
ing and serenading him.

• •

were made "communalists", the en-
tire credit goes to the hoity-toity-
upper-class Hindu professors in the
Unive sity of Dacca who were with-
out vision, without generosity of
heart, and bigots of the most vicious
type. The synthesis of cultures Dr
Shahidullah and others tried so hard
to bring' about was never given a
chance. Bigotry invited counter-
bigotry. For a time, young Muslim
students thought A. K. Fazul Hug-'s
Praja Party to be the answel' to their
prayers; but soon Mohammed Ali
Jinnah's immensely more radical pro-
mises engulfed them: in J anuary-
February, 1946,' the halls of residence
in th(l University of Dacca were
empty, the students were away cam-
paigning, in village after village, tene-
ment after tenement, fragmented
holding after fragmented holding, for
the Muslim League.

• *
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This group of Hindu professors
were utterly devoid of any under.
standing of the historical process. In
the beginning, in the 1920's and the
early thirties, they had a large say
in the way the affairs of the univer·
sity were conducted. There is no
question that, for quite a number of
years, scholars like Dr Shahidullah
were discriminated against, and dis.
criminated against merely because of
the appellation of religion. It is ab-
surd, how can a Muslim even be a
scholar: this would aoout sum up
the attitude of many of the members
of the bourgeois establishment in the
university. These gentlemen-many
of whom are still around on this side
of the border, leading a tranquil, res·
pectable life, even though they deserv-
ed a rougher, ruder fate-would treat
the young Muslim students equally
shabbily. Arrogance was the opera. I

tive word from the commencement of
the first session to the closing of the
last: not one attempt was ever made
to understand the problem of cuI.
lural hiatus for teenagers making the
trek, for the first time, from remote
villages to the world of deans and
provosts and house tutors and coedu.
cation; not one sympathetic conces-
sion in the drawing up of courses and
syllabi. The difficulties in commu·
nication which arose when lectures
and everything else were in an alto-
gether new, altogether alien, English
language were brushed aside. It was
thus historically inevitable that the
reaction took the specific form that
it did take. If the Muslim students

the earliest to contest this utterly re·
trograde point of view. Cultures
are disparate categories, you can at

- most rank them ordinally, but cardi.
nal measurement is out. The Hindu
chauvinists sent down to the Uni.
versity of Dacca by Asutosh Mooker-
jee, found this point of view totally
unacceptable. Their hauteur was
their principal armour; they had
come to Dacca to impose their supe·
rior culture on the rustic Muslims,
and they would remain unswervingly
attached to the goal, period. There-
by a calamity was ushered in in the
history of Bengal.

• •
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through all its manufacturing stages
t.o test its quality. Drew Pearson
reported that the job done on the
Apollos was so good that they can be
used over again. A total of 17,000
companies supplied all the compon-
ent parts, which went into the
Apollo launching. This meant a stag-
gering achievement in not only pro-
ducing but. also in 'organizing the
assembly. The American genius was
indeed at its best in the two fields in
which this country is rightly proud
.of, namely technology and organiza-
tion.

Let's now turn our attention from -
the bright side of the effort to its
dark side. President Nixon crudely
wanted to exploit this magnificent
effort for advancing his own fortunes
and the country's in the international
field. The timing of his Asian tour
has been justly criticised; there cer-
tai.nly was nothing subtl~ about it.

Look also at the hassle over the
flag to be carried to the moon.
Originally, some Congressmen had
suggested that a United Nations flag
be taken to the moon, signifying the _
universality of the flight. The idea
was a little too much for flag-waving
legislat.ors who wanted not only the
American flag on the moon but also
the flags of all the fifty States of the
Union.

Compromise
Finally, however, a compromise was

made. The Apollo crew carried two
large American flags to the moon,
plus the flags of the 50 States, of
the District of Columbia and the U.S.
territories, plus flags of other
nations as well as that of the U.N.
But only one of the American flags
was raised and left on the moon.
The other flags were bl'Ought back.
To Hash the "Old Glory"-that's how
the Stars and Stripes are called-On
the television screen, it was stretched
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THE celebrated moon flight
was somewhat anti-climactic

m spite of the tremendous ballyhoo
in the press, radio and television. I
have seen television pictures of rock-
ets flying out of the launch-pads
before, and this one was no differen t.
The pictures from the space were no
more exciting than in the earlier
flights. Th astronauts on the moon
were, of course, another matter; but,
somehow, the fact did not match up
with the dream. No wonder the
television stations have to hire adven-
t.urers, writers I and scientists to garn-
ish their moon spectaculars. The
CBS hired Orson VI!elles and Sir
Francis Ohichester, ABC Marshal
McLuhan and NBC Harold Urey.

A reason for this sense of bathos IS
perhaps tllat. there was no surprise
in the effort; the only surprise would
have been tragic. So, those who
wanted surprise have to suppress
their thoughts. -

Another reason is certainly the
extensive coverage aLthe moon flight.
The way the entire trip was covered
by cameras brought to my mind the
unholy picture of millions of Ameri-
can tourists shooting a beau tiful sun-
rise. Sunrise be damned; let's get a
colour picture for my al~m. This
caricature image of the American
tourist cast a shadow over the whole
ApolIo flight.

The moon flight was also dis-
appointing, for other, more philoso-
phical reasons. It was, true, a tre-
mendous achievement not only in
technology but also in organization.
Let me give you a couple of examples
of the complexity of the machines
and the co-ordination between organ-
izations which went behind the
launching. The launch vehicle itself
consisted of 300,000 different parts,
all sensitive, carefully checked and
rechecked. Each metal that went
into the vehicle was traced back

The Dark Side
ROB I CHAKRA VORTI

Letter from America

12

It is a commentary on the degree
of bamboozlement our rulers have
been able to perpetrate on us that in
case I want to make acquaintance
with this marvellous group of Pakis-
tanis, I have to fly to either Colombo
or Kathmandu or Rangoon-if not
to a still remoter place. Only 170
miles separate Dacca from Calcutta;
but they cannot come here, we can-
not go there, we will have to answer
a thousand queries from both govern-
ments before the endorsement and
visa would come through. They
cannot come, we cannot go; their
gramophone records cannot come,
our records cannot go; their poetry
magazines cannot come, nor can ours
go. This is an altogether absurd
situation; if we continue to tolerate
it, that would only prove that we
deserve no better. That the poet,
1asimuddin, could come and was ac- .
corded such a reception, including
one by the Calcutta Corporation,
shows that it is not all that diffi-
cult to crush the conspiracy to shut us
out from cultural communion. But
I would certainly want the United
Front Government to assert itself in
the matter; Mr Harekrishna Konar
had already suggested a series of ex-
changes and visits. It is time to' act
on the proposal, ;:tnd let New Delhi-
whatever is left of it-dare to oppose
the theme.

fact has not gone to their head.
While the bulk of the Indian econo.-
mists proved themselves model-build-
ers first and expressed themselves on
socio-political issues only peripher-
ally, the Pakistanis would keep ham-
mering all the time on the basic so-
cial issues, and persist in reminding
the audience that mass has precedence
over superstructure. And, finally, what
fierce love they have for Bengali I
Let us have the grace to admit, the
people in East Pakistan are very much
better integrated Bengalis than the
Bengali-speaking heterogeneity on
this side of the Benapole border. And
cultural lag or no, the intellectual
ferment with which they are seized
will put to shade the droll gymnastics
of the intellect indulged in on College
Street or Chittaranjan Avenue.

'"' ;I<



by rigid stays, since the moon does
not have any atmosphere or breeze in
which the Hag can flutter.

Other disturbing thoughts also
come to mind, like clouds darkening
the shi,ny event of man's first' moon
Jiight. At about the time the Apollo
was being readied {or launching,
General Wheeler took a trip to Viet-
nam, reminding one that although
the plague left on the moon stated,
"''''e came in peace for all mankind,"
men were killing one another on this
planet. Reinhold Niebuhr, the theo-
logian, rightly said: "The moon is
bereft of all life. I say thank God
it's bereft o{ all life, becat(se if it were
full of life, we would enla rge _the
realm of antagonism between the in-
tra-global entities and the inter-
global entnties Thank God for that.
Thank God the moon is -dead."
. Neibuhr was not making an empty,
philosophical statement. On the day
(Friday) the Apollo was passing the
half-way mark to the moon, the Wall
StTeet Joumal reported that America
has stored lethal nerve gas as part
of its arsenal in Okinawa. Last
week, a container of the gas or a wea-
pon carrying it, broke open there
and some 25 persons were hospitaliz-
ed after exposure to it. It's a tragic
commentary on the human condition
that at a moment when man was
reaching for the stars, he was also
deploying means for his own destruc-
tion. At the moment of his magnifi-
cence, he was also being mean. Are
we seeing here the God and the
Devil, the Id and the Super-ego Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde or a simple
wlture-Iag ?

Two eminent thinkers compared
the moon flight with the building of
the Pyramids and darkl y hinted that
it may very well mark the turning
point for the worse (or "Testern ci\ il-
ization. Lewis Mumford said:
"Though many now credulously be-
lieve that space travel will open up
marvellous new possibilities, there
are strong historical grounds for be-
lieving rather that this marks the
fatal terminus of a process that has
from the Pyramid Age on cl:lrbed
human development. Space explora-
tion itself is strictly a military by-
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product and without pressure from r'
the Pentagon and the Kremlin it
would never have found a place in
allY national budget."

A Menace
Toynbee concurred: "In a sense,

going to the moon is like building the
pyramid or Louis XIV's palace at
Versailles. Sizing up man's achieve-
ment, one would say how amazing,
how strange, that this creature is so
marvellous in his technology, but in
morals and social behavior, he has
stayed practicany stationary. This
makes technology a menace. The gap
between technology and morals is
the thing that worries me and that
gap is increasing enormously."

''''hat Toynbee and Mumford said,
is profoundly disturbiug. Men ap-
proached the bright- side of the tnoon
before they have been able to shed
the dark side o{ their nature, In
America where the technological
achievement of man has xeached its
apex, the nadir in social relations
looks so .gaping. A country that can
spend 25 billion dollars on the moon
Hight, pinches pennies on spending
on .schools, housing, education and
foreign aid. As the Reverend Aber-
nathy, who led a small demonstra-
tion before the launching pad in
Cape Kennedy, said: 'There is more
distance between the races of man
than between the moon and the
earth," _ Senator Thurmond a,nd
George '''''itllace must be proud and
happy sm the American landing on
the moon; in technological ethos,
they may claim to belong to the twen-
tieth centUljY, but in social ethos,
they belong to the Stone Age.

Some. sociologists call this culture
lag: the gap between the material
and non-material culture, between
technblogy and ideology. This ,gap
is found in every society, but it is
here deeper than the craters of the
moon because this country has xeach-
ed the peak in technological heights.
. Here is a sohism, a kind of split

personality which has been so pecu-
liarly human, and in circa 1969-the
year of the man's first landing on the
moon-so dramatically and tragi-
cally American. .

~HEMISTBY
The Best Friend Of Man

Na other branch of science
and industry renders greater
service to the needs and com-
forts of humanity. Take a
basic thing like clothes. Less
people would be wearing less
clothes if it were' not for
Caustic Soda, Sodium Hydro-
sulp~ite and Chlorine. And
imagine a bath without soap.
Or for that matter I surgery
without anesthetics. At its
manufacturing and research
facilities T.C.C. is actively en-
gaged in making Chemistry
render even greater service to
man. Listed below are our
main product lines. We may

. be just the ones who can .make
Chemistry an ever better
friend of yours.

Rayon-grade Caustic Soda

Sodium Hydrosulphite

Sodium Sulphide

Chlorine

Hydrochloric Acid

THE TRAVANCORE-COCHIN
CHEMICALS LIMITED,

UDYOGAMANDAL P.O., ,
AL'ATAYE,

KERALA.
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in the proletariat (Soviet" estimation
of Mao's China and the prospect of
world proletarian revolution). So-
rial-imperialism of the Soviet Union
is the continuation and consummation
of Khrushchevite revisionism. 'Lea-
dership is revisionist but the State is
not'. Here you have the living dia-'
lectic of opportunism. Can a country
be socialist when it is guided by revi-
sionism, the bourgeois ideology in the
wOrking class movemert? Just as Ka-
utsky in his time tried to divorce
imperialist policies from imperialist
economics, they try to divorce revi-
sionist politics from revisionist eco-
nomics. On the one hand they with a
learned mien assert that Mao has not
said anything new on classes and class
struggles under socialism, on the other
they imply that, with industries so-
cially owned and controlled, classes
and class struggles have been abolish-
ed and therefore the term 'revision-
ist country' is just an 'innovation' Le.
a socialist country can never become
a revisionist country, a social-impe-
rialist country. Why then did 'socia-
list' Czechoslovakia react as she did ?
'Productive forces' theory is mecha-
nistic materialism. Marx said that the
materialist doctrine that men are
products of circumstances and up-
bringing, and that, therefore, chang-
ed men are products of other cir-
cum3(ances and changed upbringing
forgets that it is men who change
circumstances and, that it is' essential
to educate the educator himself. The
coincidence of the changing of cir-
cumstances and of human activity can
be conceived and rationally under-
stood only as a revolutionary 'P.ractice.
The role of ideas, i.e. politics in
c6mmand, and its vehicle, the dicta-
torship of the proletariat on the ba-
sis of class struggle, is inseparably
bound iIp ; nothing is automatic. To
remove the defects and inequalities of
bourgeois society, dictatorship of the
proletariat, is essential. It does not
merely mean suppression, ; above all
it means conscious direction. But
when that direction goes wrong,
when the leadership degrades into
revisionism, fhat happens? Whom
does it serve and whom does it
harm ? If it is not the dictatorship of

ism but a positive call for a break with
revisionism. That did not mean that
an immediate break with revisionism
was possible, it meant only that his-
torically a break was imminent. So-
viet revisionists understood it well and
that is why they rejected it outright.
If the CP(M) is convinced that the
1963 line is correct and consequently
the Soviet rejection of it is wrong, does
it not follow that it should direct its
criticisms and attacks against the So-
viet revisionists, the more influential
and more dangerous opponent of the
1963 line? But instead of attacking
the Soviet revisionists the CP(M)
attacks the CPC for 'violating inter-
national decisions'. What are the
in;ternational ,deci~ions? Who broke
them ? Who started the game? Who
fraternised with Tito? Who found
the imperialist chieftain Eisenhower
'a man of peace', Kennedy 'a liberal
democrat', Johnson 'a sensible
man' ? The international resolutions
have less idle declamation and more,
definite content. They\ speak of the
very same revisionism that has now
mature.d into social imperialism. It
is ridiculous to think that one can
implement the revolutionary" anti-

I imperialist formulations of those reso-
lutions in company with those who
are collaborating with imperialism an~
have been undermining their very ba-
sis from the very beginning and ever
more bluntly with every passing day.

Same Content
Revisionism and social-imperialism

have the same political content, name-
ly class collaboration, repudiation of
the dictatorship of the proletariat
("State of the whole peap.le"), repu-
diation of revolutionary action (refu-
sal to organise class struggles and cu}.
tural revolution in "socialist" coun-
tries and encouraging peaceful transi-
tion to socialism in ca'P'italist coun-
tries), con'fidence in the bourgeoisie
(Dange's birthday greetings to Nehru
and Soviet confidence in Ike, Kennedy
and Johnson) and lack ot confidence

PRABODH CHANDRA DUITA

Critics Of The Ninth Congress

LIN' Piao's political report toge-
ther with the constitution of

the Chinese Communist Party has
given rise to a crusade on the p.art
of the revisionists. "It is an amaz-
ing thing", writes weekly New Age
(J une 8) of the right. CPI, "that
CP(M) P.B. has chosen to criticise
the Maoist line of 1969 basing itself
on the Maoist line of 1963. Yet the
truth is that the decision of the so-
called Ninth Congress of the CPC is
a culmination of the wholesale repu-
diation of Marxism-Leninism and pro-
letarian internationalism contained in
the June 63 CPC letter and its 'gene-
ral line' which the CP(M)' leadership
still adores". Amazing indeed is the
discovery-Mao repudiating Mao, but
still mOre amazing is the fact that
both the Marxist CP and the 're-
visionist' CPI from polar opposites
come to the same conc1usion-
"China's rupture with Marxism-Leni-
nism is thorough and complete".

Lin Piao's report which says that
the Soviet Union has been trans-
formed into a social-imperialist coun-
try, revisionism having ripened into
social-imperialism, has drawn the
sharpest criticism. "In 1963 the So-
viet Union was still listed in the
socialist camp but in 1969 she has
been excluqed". ~Is it not arbitrary?
But was it arbitfary fOr Lenin to call
his comrades Plekhanov, Kautsky and
others, those prominent Marxists, so-
cial-imperialists, social-fascists, social-
chauvinists subsequently? To be sure,
not one of them was a capitalist or
a landlord.

Materialist dialectics is the doctrine
of development. Did the 1969 line
fall ready-made from the sky? If the
1963 line is correct, the 1969 deci-
sion naturally flows from it. If the
Soviet leadership is revisionist \the
break with it is historically necessary
and inevitable. What was the 1963
line? It was the concerted attack by
the CPC against Soviet revisionist
positions. It was not at all a call for
unity between Marxism and revision-
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'the proletari'at, does it not follow that
it must be the bourgeoisie since a
State can pass only through either of
the two? The CP(M) leaders ne-
ver raised seriously the scientific, and
political question : was lit possible for
the representatives of the most pro-
rriinent party to betray socialism in
the land of socialism? Where did the
"ideological errors" spring from? (ti]]
then there has been revisionism in the
Soviet Union, but now there is not!
Today there are only the resonant
names of- "ideological errors", "devia-
tions".) What gave them strength?
How must they be combated?

profit incentive¥, the proposal for portunism. The revisionists have
handing the ownership of State farms completely deserted to the camp of
to individual collective farms, the idea the imperialists and there is no Ion-
that the development of agriculture ger any spiritual tie between a Mar-
should be based on the free compe- xist and a revisionist, between China
tition of economic forces, the intro- and the Soviet Union. In the CP-
duction of the Titoite anti-Marxist (M) critique, instead of an analysis
theory of handing over factories to of ideological errors Or 'revisionist
workers' councils, it gradually gfew mistakes' and an exposure of the
to 'manhood' and its 'innocence' and depths of its contradictions we have
youth cannot be restored. An entire nothing but a reformist pious wish
social stratum consisting of Soviet to waive them aside, to evade them.
deputies, journalists and writers, la- <-

bour and agricultural officials, privi- Successor
leged office personnel, nigher party It is hardly surpnsmg that parties
officials and certain upfer strata of and people should talk about China.
workers has sprung up and become, But to make a many-sided inves~iga-
to use a term Stalin once used, the tion of a given aspect in its develop-
"Soviet bourgeoisie". It is this stratum ment is one thing, to grab, like the
that the Soviet revisiQnist leadership sophists, at one of many 'points' is
represents. - It is these economic poli- another. The Politbureau of the
cies that dominate the Soviet scene CP'(M) has singled out the 'succes-
nd concrete class relationships. sor' point contained in the preamble

From the aggression against Czecho- of the constitution of the tommunist
slovakia, from the pattern of foreign Party of. China, which states: 'Com-
trade in civil and military goods with rade Lin P'iao is Comrade Mao Tse-
East European and underdeveloped tung's close comrade in-arms and
countries, profiteering out of external successor'. One would almost t]link,
trade is one inevitable corollary of from the fuss raised on this question,
profiteering at home, it -is clear that -the successor has special privileges
that Soviet revisionism has ma- and rights enjoined in the consti-
tured and transformed itself into tution, that he was arbitrarily impos-
social-chauvinism, social-imperialism. ed and that the question had never
The conc1usjon is inescapable and been mooted before.
with bitter disappointment we have But it is precisely the question who
to record it. would succeed and who would lead

With the economic crisis shar- that Lenin p.ut, from his death-bed in
pening in the entire non-socialist his fLetter to the Congress' known as
world, resulting in acute contradic- his 'testament', There he tried to name
tions within and between imperialist the 'successor'. Lenin tried to 1find
and social-imperialist and revisionist the right one but failed. In China
countries, with the prospect of worId Lin Piao has been named -Mao's suc-
proletarian revolution .• the time bas cessor to ensure stability;and conti-
come for a complete break with op- nuity in face of external danger, but

he has been given no correspon-
ding organisational power in the
shape of general secretaryship.
(as in Russia) which in a certain
sense is more real, with potential for
greater mischief. The Chinese have
abolished the very _post of general sec-
retary so that power may not be con-
centrated in a single hand, so that or-
ganisational power may not be used as
a lever.

Lin Piao IS not a hot-house
growth. He was already a legendary
figure in the 'fifties. The China-

¥Communist subbotniks in Lenin's
time used to work overtime without
pay. "Communism begins,') Lenin
says, "when the rank-and-'file :vo~k-
ers begin to display self-sacnficmg
concern that overcomes all obstacles
for increasing the productivity of
labour, for husbanding every pood of
grain, coal, iron and other products,
which do not accrue to the workers
'Personally Or to their 'close kith and
kin' but to their 'remote' kith and
kin,' i.e. to society as a whole .... "

be returned
by return

Business Manager
Frontier

NOTICE

Mao's Analysis
It was Mao who answered the

questions. Nobody before him had
talked so exp,lictly of class struggle,
of contradictions under socialism and
the necessity of revolution after th
socialist transformation of society has
been in the main completed. By
trying to "expose" Mao, the Left CP
only exposed its own ignorance. Marx
and Lenin hinted at these develop-
ments but were not explicit, nOr could
they be. Before them there were no
concrete examples of Tito's Yugosla-
via, Dubcek's 'socialist' Czechoslo-
vakia and Brezhnev's 'socialist' Soviet
Union. Mao's conclusion was of
course new but not in the popular
sense because there are no absolutely
"pure" phenomena, nor can there be
either in nature Or in society. So
long as there are classes, there will
remain the soil for revisionism and
restoration. Revisionism is a trend,
a mass phenomenon, not an individual
aberration. Revisionism in the So-
viet Union was in its adolescent form,
as it were, before the war. After the
war, with the growth of the Soviet
Union with its inequality of incomes,
the emp,hasis on the non-socialist

Articles cannot
unless accom panied
postage.
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watchers talked of him as the 'next
man' long ago. Writing in the July
30, 1966 issue of the New Republc
Edgar Snow observed: "Marshal
Lin Piao has emerged as the spokes-
man for the dominant view, which
simply invokes all the experience of
the Chinese revolutionary wars to
prove Mao's old thesis, man is more
important than weapons, the only
kind of war China could ;fight and
win,.!lone, is a protracted war depen-
dent essentially on manpower, space,
and resolute revolutionary leadership
based I on unrevised Marxism-
Leninism".

Mao alone of all the leaders since
Lenin interp·reted how to handle the
inter-relationship of leader, party,
class and mass combining democracy
and centralism, discipline and free .•
dom. For the first time in any com-
munist party constitution the right of
the minority to reserve its views was
included, thus admitting the possibility
that the minority may not be neces-
sarily wrong. Under the new CPC
constitution party members have the
right to :::riticise party organisations
and leading members at all levers
and make proposals to them. If a
party member holds different views
with regard to the decisions or direc-
tives of the party organisations, he is
allowed to reserve his views and
has the right to bypass the
immediate leadership and report
directly to higher levels, up to and
including the Central Committee- and
the Chairman of the Central
Committee.

If party building can be done on
the model of Leninist methods tested
in Russia why should it be wrong in
principle to do the same on the
Thought of Mao Tse-tung? Mao's
great ability to sloganise and reduce
complex matters to simple formulas
has been a key asset to the revolu-
tionary masses. The 'thought' is
simple as truth is, as science is. In
science, one tries to tell the people, in
such a way as to be understood by
everyone. Eleyation of Mao's writing.
to 'canonical' status with memorisa-
tion and constant quotation is neces-
sary to unite and organise'-o the
Chinese to forge the wills of millions
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and hundreds of millions of peopl~
disunited and scattered over the terri-
tory of a huge country into a single
will, without which defeat is inevi-
table. The task is to liberate the
slumbering genius in eacH man's mind.
/ In a class society needing revolu-
tion the role of the leader comes out
more poignal1tly. Lenin very cor-
rectly observed that 'not a single class,
in history has achieved power with-
out producing its political leaders, its
prominent representatives able to
organise a movement and lead it,. He
calls for unity a.Qd poses, 'But how
can strict unity of will be ensured ?'
and answers-'by thousands subordi-
nating their will to the will of one'. He
further says, "we must learn to com-
bine the 'public meeting' democracy
of the toiling masses-turbulent, sur-
ging, overflowing its banks like a
spring flood-with iron discipline
while at work, with unquestioning obe-
dience to the will of a single person,
the Soviet leader while at work"

As fOr the CP(M) comment on Liu
Shao-chi, he was not arbitrarily puni-
shed. An investigation committee
with full rights fOr him to represent his
case was formed and on the basis of
the report of the committee the CC of
the CPC unanimously expelled him.

Denouncing the past follows from
later investigation. It is only natural
fOr! a serious student to trace the
source of error, the origin of trea-
chery, and thus 'How to be a good
Communist' comes under closer scru-
tiny. What was once overlooked-or
given insufficient attention comes un-
der closer look .and becomes meani~g..
iul. Karl Kautsky was once more
read in Russia than in his native Ger-
many. Besides his popularisation of
Marxism he was particularly known
in Russia for his controversy with
opportunists, with Bernstein at their
head. Lenin quoted approvingly some
of his observations in 1904. But
with the sharpening of crisis Kautsky
!nore and more revealed his revisi-
onist tendencies and Lenin found
him out, traced his opportunism, mer-
cilessly - belaboured him and broke
off with. him. Kautsky's book
Bernstein and the Social-Democratic>
Programme published in 1899, once

I an approved text fOr the Russion
Bolsheviks, came under sharp attack
from Lenin in 1917. Quoting cer-
tain passages from that book Lenin'
remarked, "this is not an argument
again Bernstein but in essence a con-
cession to him, a surrender to oppor-
tunism .... " What was once known
as an anti-revisionist handbook turned.
out to be a revisionist book ..
Strange, I is it ?

"Division of Labour"
The CP(M) on·eddlesKhrushchev's

theory of'. 'international division of
labour', China's efforts at self-reli-·
ance are denounced as anti-internatio-
nalism. The 'CP(M) wants Chi~!l,
with all her bitter exp·erience of.

f Soviet withdrawal of aid and techni-
cians, to remain dependent on
'socialist' countries. A viable eco-

/nomy in the sense of lone which has.
ensured that it cannot be held up to
ransom by another is the only real
basis for effective partnership in any
system of international co-operation.
China wants to ensure just tbat.

Paradoxically, it is these 'true' inter--
nationalists who hold that the revolu-
tion of a country cannot be 'gained'
by the leading \ theory of another
country and the leading theory of each
party is of significance only within the
bounds of that country. Is it not an
anti-internationalist, anti-Marxist insu-·
lar attitude to hold that the applica-
tion of Marxism in one country is not
significant for others?

If one closely reads the argument
that have been set forth in the brief
'statement', one will find one thing
amiss-concrete and precise formula-
tion, a positive yes Or no. Why does
the CP(M) pursue such a policy?
"An opportunist by his very nature
will, always evade from formulating
an issue clearly and decisively, he will
always seek a middle course, he will
wriggle like a snake between two
mutually exclusive points of view
and to 'agree' with both and to reduce
his difference of opinion to petty
amendments, doubts, good and piou
suggestions and so on and so forth".

This is how Lenin draws the port-
rait of an opportunist.
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aggravates the Injury done to him.
Thwarted in her attempt to make the
.question of her p-riniacy appear as a
vital issue of principle, Mrs Gandhi
has not hesitated to precipate a
crisis and risk a split which
can but have grave consequences.
Her action con'firms the doubts about
her capacity to provide the mature
leadershi'p which the country needs at
this hour and misgivings are likely to

I arise whether Mrs Gandhi or the small
coterie around her on which she will
rely even more in future will be gui-
ded by catchwords and slogans which
have little relevance to the complex
tasks ahead. The only thing that The
Statesman did not call Mrs (?andhi
was a crypto-communist as Mr
Masani did.

The Times of India also has mucb
the same things to say. It points out
that in the present situation the Prime
Minister can exercise effective autho-
rity only in concert with three or
four of her seniOr colleagues. Seen in
this \perspective Mrsl Gandhi's deci-
sion is not only ill-timed but also ill-
advised. The unity of the Congress
Party, the only viable instrument today
for ordered change in the country, is
much more .important than the· per-
sonal predilections of any of its
leaders. A showdown between Mrs
Gandhi and her senior colleagues will
render the implementation of the very
policies that she has recommended
to the party more difficult. The
crisis has not been provoked by any
serious difference of opinion on policy
matters . hich makes it more
dep,lorable.

The Press has thus taken sides.
Unlike other occasions the editorials
are not marked by any ambiguity,
The Indian bourgeoisie have felt the
need to adopt a strong line at present
presumably more to throw a challenge
to the leftists who might think they
are crumbling, than to force a final
division if need be. FOr while the
bourgeoisie will have their papers
talk of a division, they will engage
themselves in some hectic backstage
manoeuvring to prevent a division. It
is the system that is important and
if necessary they will not hesitate to
see a few Morarjis out and to have

"Self-Willed Lady"
The Statesman, which agrees that

the constitutional right 6f the Prime
Minister to reshuffle the Cabinet is
indisputable-not being able to forget
the past it refers to Mr Wilson's Cabi-
net changes-finds it difficult, how-
ever, to see Mrs Gandhi's relieving
Mr Desai of Finance as an exercise of
that right which must necessarily have
some ~-urpose behind it. The timing of
Mrs Gandhi's action makes it look
like that of a self-willed lady against
colleagues who will not bend to her
wishes. That Mr Desai was not even
shown the courtesy consultation be-
fore Mrs Gandhi took the drastic step

ledge of a blueprint. For it is quite
certain that Mrs Gandhi has taken
the step on an assurance from the left
camp that they would help her (if
things come to that) form a coalition.
The Russians have been wanting such
a coalition fOr quite some time

Mrs Gandhi is also not without
powerful friends at home. Press
comments show that the Birlas are
stilI with her. In a long editorial
last week, written not without cle-
verness, the Hindust'an Times said, the
Prime Minister's dramatic decision
has precipitated a crisis which many
have long seen coming with hope and
which will basically change the charac-
ter of the Congress. If Mrs Gandhi
has decided to chalk out and imple-
ment an economic programme that
will give greatel meaning and subs-
tance to the Plan, it is a development
that should be welcomed and which
must ultimately strengthen the party
and the Governrrtent. Mr Desai who
may legitimately be aggrieved at the
manner in which he has been relieved
of his portfolio is also right in quitting
the Cabinet since he has forfeited the
Prime- Minister's confidence. Organi-
sationally, however, the Congress
leadership is on trial and wisdom de-
mands an honourable reconciliation
between the two camps. Violence
and economic frustration threaten
India's democratic experiment and
the Congress will be betraying its

. ideals a)1d its trust if it cannot act
more responsibly than deliver the
country to chaos.
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The Unsettled Centre

AFTER the Congress Parliamen-
tary Board's election of Mr

Sanjiva Reddy as the p,arty's candi-
date for the' Presidential election,
the Prime Minister was reported to
have told the yndicate at Banga-
lore that it would be prepared to
face the consequences. Immediately
:after came Mr Giri's announcement
that he intended to contest the
election. That was on July 13.
Three days later came the dramatic
-announcement from New Delhi that
Mrs Gandhi has relieved Mr Morarji
Desai of the Finance portfolio. Mr
Desai, a new member of the Syndicate,
resigned.

Thus things certainly did move
tast in New Delhi. At lfirst sight it
,does appear that Mrs Gandhi has deci-
.ded to be 'firm, that Nehruiyana still
lives. Indeed she has never before
been more pop,ular in the three and
half years of her Prime Ministership ;
those who had previously called her
weak are now in a mood to change
their opinion. The leftists have been
~p'articular1y impressed. Conscious of
their own limitations, of the fact
that, bogged in parliamentary politics,
they pose no real threat to the other
-camp, the leftists seem to have seen
in Mrs Gandhi's action something they
themselves have not been able to per-
form so far, na!TIely a direct confron-
tation with the Rightist camp. Not
only that. Communist statements in-
dicate a desire to be in p-ower at the
Centre with Mrs Gandhi as a femi-
nine Ajoy Mukherjee. If there can
be a Bangia Congress at the State level
-can't there be a Bharat Congress at the
,Centre ? The call to demochitic
forces to take advantage of the situa-
tion seems to be just an appeal for
another parliamentary election, a new
Lok Sabha and perhaps a new United

- Front.
The leftists also seem to have anti-

,cipated these events, not due to any
foresight but perhaps to their know-

The.. Prfjss
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duced to West Bengal. part~ipants.
some of the teachers belonging to the
group from Delhi University. One
of them, who is the convener of the
'Front against U.S. Imp.erialist
penetration, Delhi University', distri":
buted among us a booklet titled "U.S.
facts speak about aid and education" ~
Document No.1, We,1lfe West Bengal
participants, w~lcomed his move
and promised to canvass the docu-
ment and even requested him to send
us Document No. '2. Can the conve-
ner deny it? On June 8 night-the
convener came into our room and
spoke a'opreciatingfy' of the synop-
sis"(read in the session by one of us)
which strongly criticized the infiltra-
tion of U.S. culture into Bengal and
gave a call to fight out the danger.
He then showed and read to us a draft
resolution against U.S. penetration in
India and sought our signatures. We
present there again welcomed his
move and readily put our signatures
tp it. The Delhi teacher wanted us.
to move the resolution at next day's
session. We wondered at his hesita-
tion,. He avoided our queries and this
behaviour made us smell a rat. The
gentleman saw it and solemnly decla-
red that he would fight all obstacles
and place the resolution the next day
(though, we think, there could be no -
obstacle to moving such a resolution).
But next day no resolution was moved
by Delhi teachers against U.S. pene-
tration. The convener was amazing-
ly silent. -

Are we to beieve that Mr Sumanta
Banerjee did not know the facts regar-
ding the resolution ? If not he should,
know that a good section of West
Bengal college teachers and of course
the West Bengal p·articipants in Tri-
vandrum have taken it to be one
of their tasks to unequivocally and
strongly fight against U.S. imperialist
infiltrati6n into India's economic and
cultural life and they have the guts to
support unconditionally any such
attemp't and move.

Subhankar Chakrabarty
Calcutta

For FRONTIER contact
SANYAL BROS.
26, Main Road Jamshedpur-l
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Letter

Sumanta Banerjee in his article
'Marxist Intellectuals' (July 5) wrote
that when a small group of teachers
from Delhi University canvassed sup-
port among Marxist intellectuals in fa-
vour of a resolution against U.S. pe-
netration in India, no one "not even
the firebrand Left Communist college
teachers of West Bengal had the guts
tq support such a resolution."

Mr Banerjee, a participant, intro-

. FRONTIER

Marxist Intellectuals

were strink. But, taken as a whole, the
most attractive feature of the exhibi.
tion were the many drawings in flow.
ing "lines of ink. Amidst so much
violence and protest, the rortrart of
a girl in bold black masses and lines,
(drawing No.4) stood out for its
mood of serenity. _

Talking about portraits, two out-
standing pieces were the 'Family Por-
trait' and 'Portrait of MR H', both
realistically drawn in warm colours.
The large 'Family Protrait' with its
interesting triangular composition, in-
cludes no less than five figures. The
fact that each face has its characteris.
tic individuality is a high tribute to
Paritosh Sen,'s technical virtuosity.

The exhibition also includes a
huge mural commissioned on the oc-
casion of the Gandhi centenary. Still
unfinished, it will be displayed at
Rajghat, Delhi. '

I am not sure if I found the exhi-
bition, as a whole, very enjoyable but
J did find it disturbing. This is
surely a tribute to Parito&h Sen's
artistic ability to commuicate his pro-
test against the br,utality ltnd inert-
ness of .the technological age. The
fact that it is also possible to commu-
nicate the less sombre moods of the
technological is, of course, ano-
ther matter. However, there is no
doubt that all those who visit the
exhibition will find the size, colour,
vitality and the content of the paint-
ings overpowering in their impact.
There are not many painting exhi-
bitions about which one cay say this.

By AN ART CRITIC

a Government even with leftist sup-
poOrtprovided the basic framework is
not altered. And it seems unlikely
at this stage that the leftists
themselves will be averse to such a
situation. Let us wait and see. In
any case it is difficult fOr a weekly
which goes to 'press in mid-week to
catc.h up with events.

By the way, the urban seems to
have something to do with whisky,
gin and rum. Hindusthan Standard's
moon supplement carries quite a few
unusual advertisements of these pro-
ducts, including two full-page ones.
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pARITOSH Sen is a painter of
firm convictions. He thinks it is

futile to be involved in formal and
technica problems only. Personal
rhilosophic questions are immensely
Important to him. He is concerned
about the present human situation
and he wa.nts his paintings to mirror
this concern and to communicate it
to the viewers emotionally, aestheti-
cally and intellectually .•

How does his present exhibition
(.Birla Academy, open up to July 31)
strike a viewer when judged against
the background of this artistic credo?
The paintings, mostly large oils,'
drawings and gouaches, have a unify-
ing physical theme: human forms
a.nd faces, semi-abstract in treatmen t.
Human form ascending, descending,
seated, standing, wriggling, writhing
and sometimes foetal and animal-
like. Faces contorted, distorted, bat-
tered and swollen. At first glance,
the dominant mood of the exhibition
seems to be one of agony. But a
closer look does show, particplarly in
some of the oils a note of defiance and
violence expressed as much through
formal distortion as through a lumi-
nous intensity of colours.

Purely visually, I found the least
"concerned" ):faintings, such as the
two large floating figures, the small
Head in Red, and the Portrait, the
most satisfying. Some of the gouaches

Paintings of Paritosh Sen
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